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Abstract

The demand for thread-level-parallelism (TLP) on commodity processors is endless as it is essential for gaining performance and saving energy. However, TLP in today’s programs is limited by dependences that must be satisfied at run time. We have found that for nondeterministic programs, some of these actual dependences can be satisfied with alternative data that can be generated in parallel, thus boosting the program’s TLP. Satisfying these dependences with alternative data nonetheless produces final outputs that match those of the original nondeterministic program. To demonstrate the practicality of our technique, we describe the design, implementation, and evaluation of our compilers, autotuner, profiler, and runtime, which are enabled by our proposed C++ programming language extensions. The resulting system boosts the performance of six well-known nondeterministic and multi-threaded benchmarks by 158.2% (geometric mean) on a 28-core Intel-based platform.
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1 Introduction

Increasing thread-level parallelism (TLP) is the chief way to improve performance on multi-core systems. However, the inter-thread data movements present in most programs constrain their TLP and hence their performance. These data movements are necessary for satisfying dependences, a taxonomy for which Figure 1 illustrates. Ideally, data movements satisfy only actual dependences, i.e., those which are fundamental to the program. Unfortunately, they may also occur to satisfy apparent dependences, i.e., those that are not in fact necessary, but for which the compiler or developer were unable to prove unnecessary.

The research community has had tremendous success using techniques like thread-level speculation to reduce the impact of apparent dependences [35, 43, 52, 54, 68, 70, 73, 77, 89, 90]. These achievements have been proven productive enough to be implemented in both high-end [20, 37, 42, 49] and commodity processors [34]. Uncovering and ignoring apparent dependences, however, has reached the point of diminishing returns. To climb from this parallelism plateau, we must turn our attention to actual dependences.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of dependences. State dependences are those that can be satisfied with auxiliary code.

While all actual dependences must be satisfied to preserve program semantics, strict semantics preservation is not always necessary. Prior work has shown that carefully selecting which actual dependences to break can lead to performance gains [16, 57, 69, 79, 81], but the output inaccuracies these techniques introduce make them unsuitable for settings where output quality must be preserved.

Nondeterministic applications naturally produce different results from run to run given the same input. We see this as an opportunity and we ask the question: can we exploit the output variability of nondeterministic programs to liberate additional TLP while preserving the output quality? This paper aims to answer this question by considering alternative ways of satisfying actual dependences.

Specifically, we identify a subset of actual dependences—state dependences—that can be satisfied via alternative, per-dependence code which we dub auxiliary code. Such auxiliary code aims to produce results that match the original code, but much faster. This code is compiler-generated enabled by developer-supplied algorithm-specific information. Auxiliary code runs in parallel with the source of its state
dependence, which generates additional TLP. To preserve the program’s original semantics, the auxiliary code’s execution is monitored by our runtime system, to check that its speculative results match those expected from the original nondeterministic code. To increase the probability of having a match among speculative and original results, we take advantage of the program’s nondeterminism and compute multiple original results that we compare against the speculative one. When these checks succeed, the additional TLP generated can be safely used. When these checks fail, our runtime aborts the computation that relied on the inadequate auxiliary code. Then, the runtime reverts the execution satisfying that state dependence the usual way, falling back to the original code using the first generated original result. Our experiments show that it is possible to generate auxiliary code such that these checks generally succeed, with the TLP benefits that this entails. This work is the first to automatically generate auxiliary code able to satisfy particular actual dependences while preserving output quality.

Our work is embodied in a system named STATS (STAte Transition Speculator) that takes advantage of state dependences throughout its compilers, autotuner, profiler, and runtime system. To assess the effectiveness of STATS, we evaluated it using the nondeterministic programs of the PARSEC suite [8] as well as the well-known, industrial-strength codebase OpenCV [13]. Without loss in output quality (guaranteed via run-time checks), STATS increases their performance by 158.2% on average (geometric mean) on a dual-socket Intel-based platform with 14 cores per socket. Alternatively, STATS can save 71.35% on average (geometric mean) of the system-wide energy consumption.

The contributions of the paper are as follows. (1) We identify and describe the concept of state dependence. (2) We identify a code pattern that is commonly found in nondeterministic programs, and which corresponds to a state dependence. (3) We describe a technique for determining whether a state dependence can be satisfied with auxiliary code while preserving the original output quality. (4) We analyze the considerable opportunity for increasing TLP that state dependences following this pattern offer. (5) We develop a methodology for exploiting state dependences to increase TLP in a nondeterministic program while preserving the output quality. (6) We describe the design and implementation of a system that embodies our methodology to further parallelize multi-threaded C++ programs. (7) We evaluate the system on well-known, nondeterministic multi-threaded benchmarks. Despite these benchmarks having been heavily parallelized already, we obtained considerable gains in both performance and energy.

2 Opportunity

The output of a deterministic program is determined solely by its input. To preserve its output quality, all of its actual dependences must be satisfied by generating and forwarding the intermediate data according to these dependences. Some programs, however, are nondeterministic by design. Such a program may exhibit variation in its output across runs for the same input. Figure 2 shows such variation over 100 runs for six well-known benchmarks. ¹

Output variations of nondeterministic programs originate from variations in their program’s intermediate data. A given intermediate datum generated by a producer and forwarded to a consumer may vary across runs for the same input. This suggests a degree of freedom (i.e., any of these data can be forwarded to its consumer) in satisfying the related dependence. This work is the first that takes advantage of this opportunity.

The rest of this section shows the performance limitations of the considered nondeterministic benchmarks. Then, it uses one of these benchmarks to demonstrate the described opportunity as well as to give the intuition behind our solution. We end this section by describing a code pattern we found in these programs that our approach targets to take advantage of this opportunity.

2.1 Today’s Limits

To understand the need for additional parallelizations for nondeterministic programs, we studied the PARSEC benchmark suite [8], which features multi-threaded implementations of emerging workloads, as well as the industrial-strength codebase OpenCV [13]. These programs have been manually parallelized extensively leaving no room for simple additional parallelizations. We measure the performance of only the nondeterministic benchmarks that successfully compiled with clang [48] (i.e., bodytrack, fluidanimate, swaptions, streamcluster, streamclassifier, canneal, and facedet) in a 28 cores, Intel-based platform. ¹

All benchmarks considered have limited TLP. Figure 3 shows the highest speedup obtained by each benchmark compared to their sequential execution. The distance from

¹Details about these experiments are in Section 4.
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quadruples before $i$ are analyzed by the original code, an actual
datum that the auxiliary code aims to reproduce is now available. These two data are compared to check whether the analysis of the quadruple $i$ (and therefore the next ones) matches the original semantic. If not, then we can either generate another datum from the non-deterministic original producer and repeat the checks or we abort the analysis of $i$ (and the subsequent ones) restarting it using the correct datum. Our hypothesis (confirmed by STATS) is that often the auxiliary code generates an acceptable datum, therefore, liberating additional TLP.

2.3 State Dependences
The dependence chain described earlier between quadruples in bodytrack is an example of state dependence. State dependences are the actual dependences related to a piece of computational state used in the code pattern shown in Figure 4. A piece of code (e.g., a basic block, a loop iteration, a loop, a hammock [25], or an entire function) computes an output from a given input, consulting some local state $S$. As part of computing $O$, the code also updates $S$ which then feeds forward to the next invocation of the code. Hence, there is a dependence between invocation $i$’s write of $S$ and invocation $i + 1$’s read of $S$, which serializes invocations of the code. This is shown in Figure 5a where multiple invocations of the code pattern of Figure 4 run sequentially because of the state dependence between the producer of an $S$ (invocation $i$) and its consumer (invocation $i + 1$).

3 The STATS Solution
The STATS tool-chain increases the TLP (and thus performance or energy efficiency) of nondeterministic C++ programs that exhibit the pattern of Figure 4. It does so relying on additional algorithm-specific information and training inputs from the developer. These inputs are only used to
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**Figure 4.** Code pattern that includes a state dependence.
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**Figure 5.** Alternative TLP generated by auxiliary code to satisfy a state dependence.
Figure 6. STATS includes three compilers, a runtime, an autotuner, and a profiler to optimize a nondeterministic C++ program for which the developer has identified state dependences via the STATS Interface.

3.1 Execution Model

STATS extracts additional TLP by grouping inputs of the code pattern shown in Figure 4 in ordered blocks and by overlapping their computations. This additional TLP can be exploited only when auxiliary code can satisfy the related state dependence. In other words, when the auxiliary code generates a datum that matches one of the many possible outputs (due to the non-determinism) that can be generated by the original producer.

For example, consider the original execution shown in Figure 5a. Here, all inputs are sequentially processed. STATS, in this example, generates the execution model shown in Figure 5b. Inputs are grouped in pairs (e.g., I₀, I₁ and I₂, I₃) and each group is processed in parallel (STATS automatically decides what is the most convenient group cardinality). The first invocation of the first group starts with the initial state S₀ to process its first input (e.g., I₀). Instead, the first invocation of each subsequent group starts with the state generated by its auxiliary code (e.g., S₂¹), which we call speculative because it is based on the assumption it will match the one that will be generated by the original producer (e.g., S₂). The auxiliary code generates its speculative state (e.g., S₂¹) starting from the initial state S₀ and by using a few (decided by STATS) previous inputs (e.g., I₁ in our example). When the last invocation of the previous group of inputs ends (the second invocation in the example shown in Figure 5b), the runtime compares its final state (e.g., S₂) with the speculative state used by the first invocation of the subsequent input group (e.g., S₂¹). If these states match (like in the example shown in Figure 5b), then the computation of the subsequent group stops being speculative and its outputs can be used. If these states do not match, then the execution of the previous group of inputs goes back a few inputs (STATS decides how many inputs to go back) and it repeats the computation. This new computation might lead to a different final state (e.g., a new S₂) because of the non-determinism of the target code (i.e., computeOutput() of Figure 4). If the new final state matches the speculative state (e.g., S₂¹), then the computation of the subsequent group stops being speculative and its outputs can be used. Otherwise, either the execution of the previous group of inputs goes back a few inputs one more time and checks again the final state (STATS decides how many times the execution of the previous group can be repeated) or the computation of all subsequent groups of inputs aborts. If the computation aborts, then all the outputs generated by processing subsequent inputs (e.g., input I₂ and after) are squashed, the execution restarts from the first not-speculative state generated by the previous group of inputs (e.g., S₂), and no other speculation is performed until all the current inputs are processed.

3.2 Architecture

STATS enforces the execution model described in Section 3.1 via its architecture shown in Figure 6. Developers provide descriptions of state dependences, as well as algorithm-specific tradeoffs needed to generate auxiliary code, through the STATS interface implemented as C++ extensions.

The front-end compiler translates extended C++ codebases to standard C++ source, encoding STATS-specific information in APIs calls understood by the other STATS compilers. The middle-end compiler translates the output of the front-end to our intermediate representation (IR), which represents the design space explicitly, which we call state space.

The description of the state space is used by the autotuner, which explores it by choosing the next configuration to test. A configuration describes which state dependences to consider to satisfy with auxiliary code and its parameters. Parameters include the inputs to each auxiliary code, how to set the auxiliary-code tradeoffs, how many times the original producer of a state dependence can re-execute, and how far back the original execution needs to go.

The back-end compiler translates our IR to the binary that corresponds to a configuration chosen by the autotuner. The back-end also embeds the STATS runtime into the binary after having specialized it for each state dependence that
will be satisfied by auxiliary code. The runtime determines whether to accept the speculative state and enforces the execution model described in Section 3.1.

The profiler runs the binary generated by the back-end using the provided training inputs, measuring its energy consumption and performance. It provides such information to the autotuner. The autotuner then decides whether or not to test other configurations. When enough information has been obtained, the autotuner generates the most performant binary. Finally, the autotuner stores the results of its exploration in the description of the state space, which allows them to be reused should the specific optimization objective change (e.g., changing the optimization goal from performance to energy).

3.3 The STATS Interface

The STATS Interface enables developers to describe state dependences and algorithm-specific tradeoffs.

**State Dependence Interface (SDI).** Identifying state dependences requires algorithmic knowledge that is beyond the purview of automatic tools. Hence, developers provide STATS with a set of state dependences. It may turn out that auxiliary code cannot satisfy some of them; STATS automatically detects and discards such cases.

The SDI allows developers to encode instances of the pattern in Figure 4, thereby asserting that the inter-invocation dependence on State is a state dependence. The STATS autotuner will decide whether or not such state dependence can be satisfied with auxiliary code. The SDI encoding replaces the corresponding pattern instance in the program. The API for the SDI is shown in Figure 9. Developers need to create classes corresponding to Input, State, and Output, then instantiate a state dependence object parameterized with these classes. The start() method of a state dependence object begins the execution model described in Section 3.1 in parallel with the invoking thread. The join() method waits until all inputs provided to the state dependence object are correctly processed.

Making state dependence patterns explicit has two main advantages. First, the STATS compilers immediately identify that the inter-invocation dependence on State is actually a state dependence. Second, it allows the compilers to enforce a rigid dependence structure, which they then exploit. Specifically, they need to enforce that computing Output only depends on Input and State, and that the only inter-invocation dependence in this code is that on State. Most importantly, STATS explicitly manages which values of State each invocation sees, which makes it possible to execute multiple instances of computeOutput() (that contains the computation related to the state dependence) in parallel. This involves privatizing State for each thread by cloning it, the code for which is provided by developers by overriding State’s assignment method (operator=()). With the SDI encoding, the STATS runtime thus clones State whenever it is necessary.

Finally, developers need to provide the state comparison method (doesSpecStateMatchAny()). This function compares the speculative state coming from the auxiliary code with a set of original states, and returns whether the speculative state should be considered equivalent to an original state. This API allows developers to decide how strict the matching between speculative and original states needs to be. We describe how the state comparison method is used in Section 3.4.

Figure 8 shows how a state dependence in bodytrack is encoded using the SDI. Figure 7 shows the original version of the benchmark.

**Tradeoff Interface (TI).** TI is used to describe tradeoffs specific to an algorithm, which are used to balance quality and performance in auxiliary code. Identifying such tradeoffs requires knowledge beyond the reach of automatic tools.

A tradeoff is a piece of program text (constant, data type, function) whose value is chosen from a range supplied by developers. Tradeoff values are sorted by their index (e.g., first value, second value). A tradeoff example from bodytrack

```c++
void estimateLocations() {
    vector<int> frameIds(numFrames);
    vector<Particle> model(numParticles);
    vector<BodyPart> positions;
    for (auto frameId : frameIds) {
        Frame f = getFrame(frameId);
        model = updateModel(numAnnealingLayers, model, f);
        positions = getPositions(model);
    }
}

class Input { int frameId; };
class Output { vector<BodyPart> positions; };
class State {
    vector<Particle> model;
    State& operator=(State&);
    bool doesSpecStateMatchAny(set<State*>);
};

Output computeOutput(Input i, State s) {
    Frame f = getFrame(i->frameId);
    s->model = updateModel(TO_numAnnealingLayers, s->model, f);
    Output o = new Output();
    o->positions = getPositions(s->model);
    return o;
}

void estimateLocations() {
    vector<Input> i(numFrames);
    vector<Particle> model(numParticles);
    State s; s.model = model;
    StateDependence<Input, State, Output> stateDep(&i, &s, computeOutput);
    stateDep.start(); stateDep.join();
}
```

Figure 7. Original code of bodytrack.

Figure 8. Use of SDI in bodytrack.
is the number of annealing layers to use when computing an estimation of the human body position. The higher the tradeoff value, the better the estimation, but at the cost of a longer computation time. Tradeoffs (and the ranges of values that they can assume) are specific to particular algorithms.

Figure 10 shows this tradeoff described using the TI. A tradeoff provides three methods: getMaxIndex() returns the number of possible values; getValue(), given a valid index $i$, returns the $i$-th possible value; and, finally, the method getDefaultIndex() returns the index to use when the tradeoff is used outside auxiliary code. To obtain the original version of the program (our baseline), we set all tradeoffs to their default value and satisfy all state dependences conventionally (i.e., no auxiliary code).

The target of a state dependence requires State to compute its output (c.f. Figure 4). The auxiliary code computes at run time an alternative (State') of State for that purpose. Tradeoffs are used to strike the right balance between the quality of State' and its computational cost. The better State' is, the more likely it will match State.

The state space. The state space is defined by all tradeoffs, by how often a state dependence is satisfied with auxiliary code, by the number of previous inputs an auxiliary code will consider, by the maximum number of times the STATS runtime can execute an original producer of a given state dependence, and by the number of threads to dedicate to the TLP already available in the original program. We found natural to express all of these using TI and SDI.

Each of these aspects represent one dimension of the state space. A program configuration, therefore, corresponds to picking one value for each of these dimensions. STATS explores this space to find the most performant configuration, using the developer-provided training inputs.

### 3.4 Compilers and Runtime

STATS includes three compilers called the front-end, the middle-end, and the back-end compilers.

Generating standard C++ code. The front-end compiler translates C++ with the SDI and TI extensions to standard C++ code which includes a description of the tradeoffs. Figure 11 shows the code generated from Figures 8 and 10, which gets #included by all source files. Each tradeoff is described with an entry in the array (T0), which includes the name of the C++ functions generated from the relevant TI (e.g., T_42_size), and the name of the function used as a placeholder for a tradeoff value (e.g., T_42).  

Generating IR with auxiliary code. The middle-end compiler translates the C++ code generated by the front-end to LLVM IR extended with extra metadata, which encodes the information in the extra header file generated by the front-end. This solution is inspired by the DotNET compilation framework, which encodes source level information in metadata tables included in CIL bytecode files [29]. This is implemented as a new compilation pass in clang.

After translating C++ code to the IR, and before producing its output, the middle-end compiler generates auxiliary code. For each state dependence d, the middle-end compiler clones d's computeOutput() (c.f., Figure 8) and links it to d's metadata entry. The compiler also clones the included tradeoffs (to distinguish them from the original ones) by creating new entries (one per cloned tradeoff) in the metadata. Cloning tradeoffs allows STATS to control the quality of the auxiliary code’s results independently from the rest of the code.

Finally, the middle-end sets the tradeoffs that are outside auxiliary code to their default value, by scanning the tradeoff descriptions in the metadata, then deletes their metadata entries. The resulting IR is the middle-end’s output, which includes only tradeoffs that are part of auxiliary code.

Generating a binary. The back-end compiler takes as input the IR generated by the middle-end and a configuration (from the autotuner) in the state space. This configuration lists the state dependences to be satisfied using auxiliary code and how to set their tradeoffs. The back-end compiler uses the following algorithm for each state dependence. First, it reads the metadata to find the auxiliary code specific to the current state dependence as well as its related runtime (described next), then links them. Second, it sets the tradeoffs left in the IR based on their index in the input state space configuration.

---

2 These names are generated to avoid conflicts with the rest of the code.

---

Figure 9. The State Dependence Interface makes the pattern of Figure 4 explicit to the compiler.

```cpp
template <class Input, class State, class Output>  
class StateDependence {
  StateDependence();
  vector<Input> -> inputs;
  State -> initialState;
  function<Output> (Input*, State*)
      computeOutput();
};

void start(void);
void join(void);
}
```

Figure 10. Use of TI in bodytrack.

```cpp
class AnnealingLayers_options; Tradeoff_options{
  int64_t getMaxIndex() { return 10; }
  auto getValue(int64_t i) { return i + 1; }
  int64_t getDefaultIndex() { return 4; }
};

tradeoff T0_numAnnealingLayers {
  [AnnealingLayers_options];
}
```
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the state space (middle-end) from instantiation of a given con-
figuration (back-end) to reduce the overall compilation time.
Finally, the front-end compiler only needs to
these extra costs. The middle-end compiler uses the unmod-
plexity to the already-complex C++ parser in

For engineering reasons. We preferred to avoid adding com-
dependences) to minimize thread creation overhead.

An efficient thread pool implementation (shared with all state
necessary for instantiation to be efficient. We achieve this by
leaving only simple code changes to the back-end.
The middle-end performs deep cloning of the function
\text{computeOutput()} of a state dependence. It balances the
amount of extra code generated (lower is better) with the
number of degrees of freedom (i.e., number of tradeoffs
cloned) available in auxiliary code (higher is better). In more
detail, it clones functions reachable by \text{computeOutput()} only if they, or some of their callees, include a tradeoff (found
using a bottom-up analysis of the call graph). The middle-
end stops cloning when it reaches a maximum number of
instructions per \text{computeOutput()}.

\textbf{Setting a tradeoff}. Setting a tradeoff \( t \) requires two compile-
time steps: fetching the value \( v \) identified by an index \( i \), and
setting references of \( t \) to \( v \).

We rely on LLVM’s dynamic compiler for the former. We
generate machine code from the IR code of the function
\text{getValue()} related to \( t \), then invoke it with input \( i \). Finally,
we store \( v \) and its type for the next step.

A tradeoff reference (e.g., \text{T0\_numAnnealingLayers}, line 10 of Figure 8) is set to a value \( v \) depending on the tradeoff
type of \( v \). If \( v \) is a constant (e.g., number of layers in
body-track), the tradeoff reference is a call to a placeholder (e.g.,
\text{T42()}); setting this tradeoff replaces that call with the con-
stant \( v \). If \( v \) is a type (e.g., float), setting a tradeoff changes
the type of the related variable accordingly. When needed,
extra casts are added according to the variable’s uses. Finally,
if \( v \) refers to a function (e.g., a specific implementation of
\text{sqrt}()), a tradeoff reference is a call to a placeholder function;
set the tradeoff replaces its callee with \( v \).

\textbf{Runtime}. The execution of code that leverages state
dependences relies on the STATS runtime. Its main goal is
to implement efficiently the execution model described in
Section 3.1. To do so, it includes low-level implementations of
thread synchronization primitives. It also includes an effi-
cient thread pool implementation (shared with all state
dependences) to minimize thread creation overhead.

\textbf{Design choices}. Next we describe the main compiler-related
design choices we made.

We divided the translation from the extended C++ language to the IR in two compilers (front-end and middle-end) for engineering reasons. We preferred to avoid adding complexity to the already-complex C++ parser in \text{clang}. Note also that C++ is a moving target (C++11, 14, 17); modifying the mainline parser would also introduce maintenance costs. Our solution does not modify the \text{clang} C++ parser and avoids these extra costs. The middle-end compiler uses the unmodified parser. Finally, the front-end compiler only needs to partially parse C++ programs, which made it possible to use a simple implementation based on Racket [30].

We decoupled the generation of the IR code that describes the state space (middle-end) from instantiation of a given configuration (back-end) to reduce the overall compilation time. As it evaluates the state space, the autotuner must instantiate the same IR to multiple configurations, which makes it

\begin{verbatim}
#include <string>

extern "C" {
    void computeOutput(int i, int64_t p) {
        int64_t T_42 = ((int64_t) p) & 0xffffffff;
        int64_t T_42_size = T_42_size(T_42);
        if (T_42 < T_42_size) {
            T_42 = T_42_size - T_42;
        }
        return T_42;
    }
}

Figure 11. C++ code generated by the front-end compiler from
Figures 8 and 10.

\end{verbatim}


3.5 Autotuner

The goal of our autotuner is to find a performant (or energy
efficient) configuration for the developer-provided training
inputs. The state space is composed, on average, of 1.3 million
points in our benchmarks, which makes exhaustive explora-
tion impossible. Therefore, we use OpenTuner 0.7 [6] to
explore this space using a set of statistical analyses already
available in this framework. We describe each tradeoff in
OpenTuner extending its class "IntegerParamsTuner" as the
values of a tradeoff can always be enumerated.

4 Evaluation

Our evaluation tests the hypothesis behind our work: state
dependences can be satisfied with carefully-generated auxil-
iary code creating additional TLP. Next we show that this
additional TLP generates significant performance and en-
ergy efficiency improvements. We also compare related
approaches; thanks to the generation of auxiliary code, STATS
is the only approach that gains performance while preserv-
ing output quality for complex benchmarks. We also relate
the benefits obtained by STATS with the number of trade-
offs encoded by a developer. We show that most benefits
are already obtained with only two tradeoffs, which sug-
gests developers gain most of the benefits with a minimum
effort. Finally, we show that only a small fraction of perfor-
ance improvements is lost if the training inputs are not
representative of the ones used in production.

4.1 Experimental Setup

\textbf{Platform}. Our evaluation is done on a dual socket Dell Pow-
erEdge R730 server with two Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 Haswell
processors running at 2.3GHz and capable of 9.60GT/s on
the QPI interface. Each processor has 14 cores with 2-way hyper-
threading, 35MB of last-level cache and has a peak power con-
sumption of 120W. The cores are supported by 256GB of main
memory in 16 dual rank RDIMMs at 2133MHz. The OS is
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.7 (kernel 2.6.32-573.18.1),
with no CPU frequency governors enabled (all cores run at
maximum frequency). Hyper-Threading is turned off for
all experiments unless explicitly specified. Moreover, Turbo
Boost is disabled. We evaluate the energy consumption using
a Watts Up Pro energy monitor measuring the (120 V / 60
Hz) AC-side total system power consumption at 1-second
Table 1. Most code changes required to take advantage of static dependences are automatically performed by STATS compilers. The lines of code (LOC) modified/added by a developer through the STATS interface is negligible compared to the ones automatically generated by STATS compilers. Moreover, the auxiliary code and the STATS runtime add only a small amount of extra instructions at run-time (≤ 7.1%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Original LOC</th>
<th>State dependences</th>
<th>Lines of code modified/added per tradeoff</th>
<th>LOC for the state comparison code</th>
<th>LOC generated by compilers</th>
<th>Binary size increase</th>
<th>Extra committed instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 / 15, 20 / 120, 3 / 9, 3 / 9</td>
<td>= 5</td>
<td>49066</td>
<td>715 %</td>
<td>3.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamclassifier</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70 / 180, 10 / 20, 60 / 130, 0 / 15, 0 / 15, 0 / 15</td>
<td>= 5</td>
<td>62414</td>
<td>1075 %</td>
<td>+ 0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80 / 215, 10 / 20, 60 / 174, 0 / 15, 0 / 15, 0 / 15</td>
<td>= 5</td>
<td>62969</td>
<td>1076 %</td>
<td>+ 0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>4350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 / 10, 5 / 10, 100 / 150, 0 / 10, 0 / 10, 0 / 10, 0 / 10, 0 / 10</td>
<td>= 5</td>
<td>61619</td>
<td>880 %</td>
<td>- 0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>16439</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60 / 95, 5 / 10, 0 / 15, 0 / 10, 0 / 10, 0 / 10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>87844</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>7.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faceted</td>
<td>696472</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70 / 150, 5 / 10, 5 / 10, 3 / 10, 0 / 10, 0 / 10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44993</td>
<td>189 %</td>
<td>1.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intervals. STATS is built on top of LLVM 3.9.1 [48], Racket 6.8 [30], and OpenTuner 0.7 [6].

Statistics and convergence. Each data point we show is an average of repeated runs. We run the relevant configuration as many times as necessary to achieve a tight confidence interval where 95% of the measurements are within 5% of the mean.

4.2 Benchmarks

We considered the POSIX multi-threaded versions of the PARSEC version 3.0 benchmarks as well as their sequential version. The only benchmarks we could not consider are vips and dedup because they did not compile using the vanilla clang compiler. Moreover, the binary generated by clang for ferret produced incorrect outputs. We considered only the remaining benchmarks that exhibit nondeterminism: bodytrack, canneal, fluidanimate, swaptions, and two variants of streamcluster (clustering, called streamcluster, and classification, which we called streamclassifier). Moreover, to test STATS in a large codebase, we considered OpenCV [13] for detecting faces in a video stream (faceted). Out of these benchmarks, we could not find a state dependence that STATS can target only in canneal and, as our technique does not apply, we do not consider it in the rest of this section. In more detail, STATS needs to know the number of inputs that the code pattern of Figure 4 has to process at run time just before the first invocation of this code pattern. This information is unfortunately unavailable in the canneal benchmark: the number of inputs depends on the evolution of the computation state.

Inputs. We used the native inputs provided by the PARSEC suite for our evaluation. In some cases native inputs are too small to properly test performance scalability on today’s platforms. This has been already observed by prior work [46]; we thus extended the native inputs in the same fashion. Swaptions, on the other hand, have native inputs large enough to show performance bottlenecks only after 128 cores. Therefore, we decreased the swaptions inputs (34 swaptions rather than 128) to allow bottlenecks in the program to manifest that would otherwise have remained hidden. For streamclassifier, we used the inputs from [72]. For faceted, we used a 40 seconds video of a person moving in front of a camera. Finally, we used a fraction of the evaluation inputs to compile our benchmarks.

Output quality. We used well-known domain-specific output quality metrics to measure output variability. These metrics (next described) were computed against an oracle. The oracle was computed using a benchmark version generated by setting its tradeoffs to maximize output quality. The generated output is significantly more accurate than the output of the (significantly faster) unmodified benchmark versions.

bodytrack’s metric is the relative mean square error of the body parts vectors [58]. fluidanimate’s metric is the average Euclidean distance between the position of the particles. streamcluster’s metric is the difference of the Davies-Bouldin indices of the clusterings [27]. streamclassifier’s metric is the difference in $B^3$ metrics [58], swaptions uses the average relative difference between the prices generated [38]. faceted uses the average Euclidean distance between the faces detected.

Nondeterminism. While the actual programs from which the PARSEC benchmarks are drawn are nondeterministic, some of them have been made deterministic to facilitate experiments. This was accomplished via the use of pseudo random value generators (PRVG) with constant and predefined seeds. Therefore, the outputs of such generators are deterministic and constant across runs with the same inputs. To properly study the effect of nondeterminism in these programs, we restored the use of PRVGs with random seeds as it is done in a real scenario. We also adapted the benchmarks to use the STATS interface.

State dependences, tradeoffs, and state comparison methods. We now describe the state dependences we found, the tradeoffs we encoded in auxiliary code, and the state comparison functions we implemented for every benchmark. The tradeoffs described next do not include the number of original threads and the number of threads to use for state dependences, which all benchmarks naturally have.

bodytrack accesses a model of the location of human body parts in a frame, updates this model with the results for the current frame, and passes it to the computation for the next frame. Frame $i$ thus depends on the model update of frame $i-1$, which serializes the execution. The state is the model of the human body in the 3D space, which includes the position of the body parts. The state dependence is on the updates of this model. Tradeoffs are the number of simulated annealing layers, the data type (and therefore precision) of one variable used for this simulation, and the number of particles. The
The state dependence is on the updates of the fluid condition frame. To do so, it takes advantage of the position of the state comparison function. Between frames, the positions of the particles that compose the fluid are between (in the 3D space) two original states, then we accept and commit if the body positions encoded in $S'$ results of the auxiliary code computation. In other words, if the body positions encoded in $S'$ are between (in the 3D space) two original states, then we accept and commit $S'$.

**Fluidanimate** simulates a fluid in time frames. The state is the condition of the fluid during the simulation (i.e., the position and velocity of the particles that compose the fluid). The state dependence is on the updates of the fluid condition between frames. Tradeoffs are the version of different accuracies for different versions), the data type for three variables used for the simulation, and the $x$, $y$, and $z$ dimensions of the per-thread prism where the simulation happens. The state comparison function behaves like the **Bodytrack** one, but the distance measure is the average Euclidean distance among the position of the particles.

**Facedet** updates the position of the detected faces at each frame. To do so, it takes advantage of the position of the faces found in the previous frame by applying a randomized particle filter. This, create a dependence where the state is the position of the human face on a frame. Tradeoffs are the number of particles and the number of times Gaussian noise is added to the particles. The state comparison function operates as described in the previous benchmarks, but the distance measure is the average Euclidean distance of the four points of the box that contains the person’s face.

**Streamcluster** and **Streamclassifier** consider adding the candidate centroids one by one depending on the status of the current solution. They update the current solution if the current centroid is added; these updates serialize the execution. The state dependence is on updating the status of the current solution. Tradeoffs are the data type of three variables used to estimate the quality of the current solution, and both the maximum and minimum number of clusters.

**Swaptions** executes Monte Carlo simulations for each swaption. The simulation of a swaption is performed sequentially. The state dependence is on updating the price of a swaption during the simulation. Tradeoffs are the data type of two variables used during the Monte Carlo simulation.

These last three benchmarks do not require a state comparison function because, by construction of the state dependence, the speculative state could have already been generated by an execution of the original program.

### 4.3 Taking Advantage of State Dependences

**Exploiting multiple cores.** Satisfying state dependences with auxiliary code liberates important additional TLP. Figure 12 compares the scalability and peak speedup of three approaches to parallelizing the benchmarks. The first, "Original", is the out-of-the-box benchmark that has been parallelized by traditional means. The second, "Seq. STATS", uses only the TLP obtained by satisfying state dependences with auxiliary code. The third, "Par. STATS", combines these two

---

**Figure 12.** For most benchmarks, STATS generates a significant amount of extra parallelism that saturates the hardware resources of our platform. "Original" is the out-of-the-box benchmark that has been parallelized by traditional means. "Seq. STATS" ("Par. STATS") is the binary generated by STATS starting from the sequential (multi-threaded) version of a benchmark. The bar graphs show maximum speedup.

**Figure 13.** Geometric mean of speedups shown in Figure 12.
sources of TLP by performing a state space search for a number of cores, the default mode of operation for STATS. On the left is the speedup graph, while on the right, the adjoining bar graph compares the maximum speedups of the three approaches. All speedup values were computed using the single-threaded version of the out-of-the-box benchmark as baseline. Figure 12 shows that taking advantage of state dependences doubles the performance of the considered benchmarks (the geometric mean speedup increases from 7.75× to 20.01×) on a 28 core platform. This empirically supports our hypothesis: state dependences can be satisfied with auxiliary code.

Both sources of TLP (“Original” and “Seq. STATS”) are important. Figure 12 shows that, with the only exception of bodytrack and facedet, none of the two sources of TLP is enough to fulfill the parallelism requirements alone. It is necessary, instead, to properly combine them considering, therefore, the state space. Our work is the first to do so.

swaptions and bodytrack exhibit interesting behavior. In the former, at low core counts, Seq. STATS underperforms the original code. At 10 cores, the original achieves a respectable 8.7× speedup, while Seq. STATS achieves only 6.8×. Par. STATS, on the other hand, does not suffer from this drawback and produced a version of swaptions that outperforms the other two. This indicates that considering both sources of TLP is necessary. In bodytrack, on the other hand, the TLP generated by satisfying state dependences with auxiliary code generates higher performance than the original TLP. This is because the latter requires more frequent inter-thread synchronizations creating a bottleneck that the former does not have. While this was the case for our platform, we expect STATS to combine both TLPs when more cores are available.

The original parallelism available in facedet is used to aggressively vectorize the code (performed for the baseline as well). When possible, vectorization is preferred compared to TLP because it is more energy efficient. A significant amount of TLP is extracted from facedet by STATS thanks to its state dependence. Combining the aggressive vectorization performed in the original code and the significant TLP extracted by STATS led to a highly performant code.

STATS obtains speedups higher than the number of cores for streamclassifier (Figure 12b) from 2 to 22 cores as well as for streamcluster (Figure 12c) for 6, 8, and 12 cores. This is because of the following two effects. First, the threads generated by STATS better take advantage of the multiple L1s of the multiple cores; instead, the original multi-threaded code distributes the computation differently leading to a worse L1 hit rate. Second, the state dependences of these benchmarks are in a loop that ends when the current clustering solution is above a threshold. Satisfying these state dependences with auxiliary code leads both benchmarks to consider the potential centroids that compose a solution in a different order. This led the program to converge to the final solution faster.

Finally, fluidanimate (Figure 12d) shows little/no improvement with STATS. The auxiliary code for this benchmark almost always aborted at profiling time leading the STATS autotuner to prefer the original TLP rather than the one generated by state dependences. This is because fluidanimate is the only benchmark we considered where the state that the auxiliary code needs to generate requires all previous inputs (the result of a simulation of a fluid at time t requires the simulation of all previous time steps).

**Exploiting Intel Hyper-Threading (HT).** To study the impact of HT on STATS binaries, we constrained their execution to stay within a single socket of our platform. Figure 14 shows the extra performance obtained by STATS using HT.

We consider the additional speedup obtained by STATS using HT to be a success. The speedup (geometric mean) increased from 12.18× to 16.13×. Due to sharing computational and storage resources, Intel suggests that a successful use of HT should generate an extra performance of 30% [19, 82]. STATS obtained a 32% performance improvement. Hence, the performance obtained by STATS is constrained by hardware resources and not by low TLP.

**The multi-socket effect.** fluidanimate, swaptions, and streamcluster exhibited near-linear speedup within a single socket. STATS continues to improve performance on two sockets, but sub-linearly. An Intel VTune analysis demonstrated that this is due to the NUMA memory system—a common problem whose known solutions [11, 50, 62, 74, 75] apply to STATS, but go beyond the scope of this paper.

In more detail, when an application uses a single socket, the system tends to allocate memory pages served by the memory controllers within the chip, exhibiting low memory latency. However, when the application is spread over two sockets, memory references often have to cross from one socket to another to get to the relevant memory controller. This increases the latency for memory accesses and obstructs further performance improvements. Nonetheless, STATS continues to deliver increasing performance.

**Saving energy.** So far we have used STATS only to decrease the execution time. STATS can also be used to decrease the

### Figure 14

![Performance bar graph](image1)

**Figure 14.** The performance obtained by STATS using a single socket with Hyper-Threading is constrained by hardware resources and not by low TLP.

![Energy consumption bar graph](image2)

**Figure 15.** The binaries generated by STATS use considerably less energy compared to the original benchmarks.
energy consumption. In this case, STATS autotuner minimizes energy rather than time leading to a different binary. To compare the energy reduction in these two operating modes, we used two sockets of our platform.

Figure 15 compares the system-wide energy consumption obtained in these two modes relative to the energy consumed by the peak-performing original version. When targeting time, STATS saves 61.98% of the baseline energy as a direct result of finishing the execution earlier. Moreover, STATS saves even more energy (71.35%) in energy mode by avoiding using extra cores if the additional performance obtained by them is not significant.

**Improving output quality.** For nondeterministic applications where speed of computation or energy is of utmost importance, the developer may decide to use STATS as described so far. However, for applications where quality matters most, STATS can also be used to improve the output. By making the computation several times faster than the original, STATS allows the application to spend the saved time to iterate more over the same dataset, thereby increasing the final output’s quality. Figure 16 shows the quality improvements from running the STATS versions for the same amount of time as the original versions. Three benchmarks show quality increases from 6.84× to 33.27×.

### 4.4 STATS and its Related Work

We implemented related approaches able to target the considered benchmarks on our infrastructure and configured them to target only the state dependences we identified. Both prior work and STATS can generate TLP starting from both sequential and multi-threaded versions of a program. We applied them to both versions, exploring their configurations (e.g., dependences to break, how to break them) and kept the highest speedups obtained without exceeding the original output variability (Figure 2). Figure 17 shows the results that we obtained.

Prior approaches were only able to take advantage of the state dependence in *swaptions*. Its producer and consumer are single instructions and the state (a register) is implicitly cloned by running them on different cores. Every other state dependence has larger producers and consumers and their states must be explicitly cloned. They also require auxiliary code to preserve output quality. No prior work either explicitly clones the state of actual producer-consumer dependences or produces auxiliary code. Hence, only STATS is able to take advantage of non-trivial state dependences (Figure 17).

The “ALTER like” approach [81] breaks dependences to execute loop iterations out-of-order with optional state reads. It also exploits reduction variables whose values at the end of the broken-dependence computation are guaranteed to be the same as those produced by a serial execution. In our case, these variables represent the state of the parallel computation when a dependence is broken. The reduction variables can only be updated using a limited number of operators and the update instruction must be of the form: `variable = variable operator value`. *swaptions* is the only benchmark we considered where “ALTER like” was applicable. All state dependences of the other benchmarks have more complicated states (i.e., complex data structures and objects with methods) and update operations on the state variables for the “ALTER like” approach to be applicable.

Both “QuickStep like” [57] and “HELIX-UP like” [16] broke several state dependences. They improved performance only for *swaptions*; other benchmarks require both state cloning and auxiliary code (not generated by either technique) to preserve output quality.

“Fast Track” [44] applied code transformations that broke state dependences speculating no changes in the final state. Its runtime evaluates this speculation comparing the generated final state with the (single) unspeculative state loosing, therefore, the opportunity created by the nondeterminism of the original code that could have created (multiple) different unspeculative states. For these reasons, “Fast Track” always aborted its speculations in our experiments.

### 4.5 Developer Effort

Identifying and encoding tradeoffs requires developer effort, but we consider the amount of work reasonable for two reasons. First, the number of lines of code (LOC) edited when encoding a tradeoff is reasonably low. Table 1 shows, for each benchmark, the LOC in the original program and the LOC modified and added for each tradeoff.

Second, our approach yields benefits even when we encode only a subset of the tradeoffs we identified, which suggests that our approach is “pay as you go”. Figure 18 shows the geometric mean of speedups as additional tradeoffs are encoded. The first point after 0 is the mean speedup across all benchmarks after encoding one tradeoff for each of them, the second, two, and so on. We picked the orderings of tradeoffs starting with the ones for which we expected the highest
payoff; just as a developer using STATS would. The orderings in Figure 18 correspond to the ones in Table 1. On average, encoding a single tradeoff yields around 55% of the speedup of encoding all, and encoding two yields around 95%.

For all benchmarks considered, the first two tradeoffs that yield most benefits are the most obvious ones to target. In other words, it is unlikely that a reasonable developer would encode the third (or next ones) tradeoffs before the first two.

4.6 Non-representative Inputs

STATS relies on training inputs at compile time. The representativeness of these inputs, however, only affects performance; correctness is guaranteed by the STATS runtime.

When its training inputs are not representative, STATS looses only a small fraction of the performance obtained when representative inputs are used. To estimate the loss in performance from non-representative training inputs, we generated non-representative training data for each benchmark. Specifically, the subject does not move across quadruples for bodytrack, points overlap in the multidimensional space for both streamcluster and streamclassifier, unrealistic swaption parameters like market strikes and maturity dates for swaptions, the detected face in facedet does not move. We used these as training inputs and tested the resulting binaries using the same evaluation inputs used in the previous experiments. Figure 19 shows the lowest performance among the binaries generated by STATS using the least-representative training inputs we could find.

4.7 Auto-tuning in STATS

The autotuner consistently and rapidly converges to the best program. Figure 20 shows that evaluating 88 configurations (less than 1%) is sufficient to find the best binary (in less than 20 minutes on our platform), which is used in Figure 12 for 28 cores. 2,000 additional evaluations (and 15 hours of additional time in our platform) did not improve it. The autotuner uses nondeterminism for better exploration; different searches for the same program may find different best configurations. Figure 20 shows that the variance in best speedups disappears after exploring 46 configurations.

4.8 When STATS Should Be Used

Invocation \( i \) of computeOutput() of Figure 4 depends on the previous invocation \( i - 1 \). This generates a chain of dependences from the first invocation to the last one. We observed that some nondeterministic computations have the following property: an invocation of computeOutput() requires only a few previous invocations to generate a correct output. In other words, the computation converges to a correct state after processing a window of inputs that starts in the middle of this dependence chain. The auxiliary code is responsible to converge to a correct state.

The computation performed by the bodytrack benchmark, for example, has this property. The position of a human body at quadruple \( i \) can be computed by detecting where the body was in the last few quadruples (rather than all previous ones). We found that some computations, however, do not have the property required by STATS. For example, the main state dependence we found in fluidanimate does not have this property — the simulation of a fluid at instant \( i \) requires the simulation of it in all previous instants. This is perhaps not surprising given the properties of the Navier-Stokes equations underlying fluidanimate's model [9].

We included fluidanimate to test the limits of STATS. We wanted to see what happen when a developer uses the SDI interface to describe a state dependence that does not have the property STATS needs. Results show that the STATS autotuner empirically finds that every time the main state dependence of fluidanimate was satisfied with auxiliary code, the STATS runtime aborted the speculative execution. Hence, the STATS autotuner chose a configuration where such dependence is always satisfied with the original code (rather than with the auxiliary code).

More broadly, we believe time-step simulations like fluidanimate are not good fit for STATS. A better fit for STATS are applications that analyze a long stream of data (e.g., bodytrack, facedet, streamcluster) where the information about inputs that is automatically computed (e.g., 3D location of bodies, 2D location of faces, centroids of multidimensional points) has the “short memory” dependence property described above.

Figure 18. Developers gain most of the STATS benefits with a minimum effort (by encoding only two tradeoffs). This figure shows the average performance (geometric mean) relative to the best STATS speedup, by number of tradeoffs encoded.

Figure 19. STATS looses only a small amount of performance when not representative inputs are used.

Figure 20. Average performance (geometric mean) of the final binary identified by the STATS autotuner after exploring a number of configurations.
5 Related Work
STATS is related to prior work that either extracts TLP from programs or uses search to optimize program configurations.

5.1 Extracting TLP
Automatic TLP extraction from sequential programs has a rich history, in which we identify two relevant categories.

TLP Extraction with Cost-reduced Actual Dependences
Earlier work addresses the cost of actual dependences by accelerating data exchanges or by avoiding some altogether.

Multiple techniques [12, 14, 15, 68, 70, 71, 86] attempt to reduce the cost of actual dependences by making them cheaper individually, while still preserving all of them. Such techniques include hardware support to accelerate data exchanges between threads running on parallel cores. While these techniques reduce the costs of data transfer, they still force synchronization between threads for all actual dependences. Our approach, instead, avoids the producer-consumer synchronizations related to state dependences altogether.

Some techniques break actual dependences [3, 16, 57, 66, 67, 81]. These approaches do not generate auxiliary code and they do not take advantage of developers’ algorithm-specific knowledge. This limits their applicability to simple dependences and Figure 17 measures empirically this limit for some of them. One of these approaches generates compensation code [67], which is executed after the code involved in a dependence. While compensation code can avoid high inaccuracies, it does not preserve the output quality. Our approach generates auxiliary code, which is executed before the code involved in a dependence, taking advantage of algorithm-specific knowledge, which makes it more broadly applicable. STATS is the first system to do so.

Other approaches have been proposed that break dependences for specific classes of algorithms [23, 55, 56, 83]. These approaches do not generate auxiliary code because it is not required thanks to the characteristics of the specific class of algorithms they target. However, our benchmarks require auxiliary code to preserve the output quality.

Galois [47, 63] introduces TLP by optimistically assuming that ignoring an actual dependence will not lead to an invalid execution, then dynamically checks whether that is the case, and aborts the erroneous computation if not. This approach does not cover the state dependences we identified in the PARSEC benchmarks, which are not related to the kind of data-parallelism Galois targets.

Fast Track [44] generates TLP by creating an unsafe optimization of a program, which runs in parallel with the safely optimized code. The system checks whether the results of the unsafe execution match the results of the safe one. This technique does not take advantage of the nondeterminism of a program. It does not compute multiple results to increase the probability of a match.

TLP Extraction With Complete Dependence Preservation
Approaches that preserve all dependences can be considered along two axes: speculative/not, and manual/automatic.

Automatic non-speculative approaches: The many approaches in this category [2, 17, 18, 21, 22, 28, 39, 40, 51, 53, 59, 65, 80, 88] all rely on accurate data dependence analyses to identify code regions that can run safely in parallel. These systems preserve all the dependences they find. In contrast, our work relies on algorithm-specific knowledge provided by developers to satisfy actual dependences with auxiliary code. Moreover, STATS automatically combines the TLP that arises from state dependences with that already present in the program, leading to more TLP overall.

Automatic speculation-based approaches: Several parallelizing compilers rely on thread-level speculation techniques to reduce the cost of dependences that turn out to be false at run time [1, 35, 36, 43, 52, 64, 76, 77, 85, 89, 90]. These approaches, while effective, only address the cost of apparent dependences—not the cost of actual dependences, as we do in this work. Finally, some techniques speculate on data values [32, 33]. However, they do not rely on algorithm-specific knowledge and are limited to simple data dependences of scalar values.

Manual approaches: In many multi-threaded programs (including those of PARSEC), TLP has been introduced manually using parallel programming APIs [26, 60, 78]. These programs preserve all Read-After-Write actual dependences (including state dependences of Figure 4), which constrains TLP and overall program performance (as shown by the black lines of Figure 12). STATS goes beyond this limit.

5.2 Autotuning/Search-based Optimization
Considerable effort has gone into the general area of autotuning. A number of systems focus on tuning libraries in specific domains [4, 10, 31, 41, 45, 84, 87]. Others are designed as general auto-tuning frameworks [5–7, 24, 61]. The STATS autotuner is built on top of the most recent one, OpenTuner, and it is used for the specific task performed by STATS, i.e., combining the original TLP with the one generated by targeting state dependences.

6 Conclusion
Actual dependences have been either satisfied or broken by prior work. This paper proposes a middle ground for non-deterministic programs: satisfying state dependences with auxiliary code. This work is the first step in exploiting state dependences. It demonstrates that it is possible to achieve large performance gains, energy savings, or output quality increases by doing so within a prototype system. We have focused on using state dependences to optimize a particular code pattern that is common within the benchmarks we considered. More generally, we believe that actual dependences should be studied more carefully by our community to find other subsets that might yield important benefits.
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